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From USA Today Bestselling Author, Jaymin Eve, comes a new chapter in the Supernatural Prison

World ...Maximus Compass is a vampire without direction. Without heart. And without soul. He lost

his true mate in the great battle against the dragon king, and now must face life alone. And yet â€¦

something is happening to his agony. Itâ€™s fading away, leaving him with barely a memory of the

female he believed to be his one and only. As his mind clears he starts to wonder if the mate bond

had been nothing more than a manufactured ploy? This suspicion explodes within him right around

the time he runs back into a certain wolf shifter. Mischa Lebron is a complication he doesnâ€™t

need in his life. He canâ€™t erase her from his mind though, and while memories of his supposed

true mate continue to fade into mere shadows, his one night with Mischa is blazingly strong. But

theyâ€™re not of the same supernatural race, so thereâ€™s no way for a true bond to exist between

them. Right? When an old threat rips apart their pack, Maximus will come to realize that he would

do anything to save Mischa. That the mate he thought was perfect and precious was nothing on the

shifter he walked away from. Now Maximus truly has everything to lose. Note from author: Broken

Compass is a spinoff set within the Supernatural Prison World. Told in dual POVs from Maximus

Compass and Mischa Lebron. This is full length and standalone with a HEA. You do not need to

read the Supernatural Prison trilogy first.
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So as usual I could not put this book down. I don't know how Jaymin took a character like Mischa

who was weak, frustrating and annoying into someone who was strong, funny and capable? I'm

sorry but I'm not sorry that I am 100% team Mischa now. I was glad that there was some of Jessa

and Braxton, who knew they were such great supporting characters. They did not overpower the

story they made it better. This was definitely a Max and Mischa story, but with all my favorite supes

involved. I love Max even more now, he could do so little wrong. I just loved the story, Jaymin can

do no wrong in my eyes. It made me scared and emotional and laugh out loud. I cannot wait for the

next supe to get his story! Highly recommend this one regardless if you read the Supernatural

Prison series or not.

This one has everything you could hope for. If you've read the Supernatural Prison Series then you

know how it ended. This books starts a couple months after the events that took place in Dragon

Mated. We start with Maximus coming to m terms with his dead mate and Mischa dealing with her

pregnancy. This story captures the feelings and love that Max and Mischa so obviously have for

each other but one danger still lurks in the shadows and threatens everything the two want for their

unborn child. This story is fast paced and full of action any fan of Jaymin's have come to enjoy in

her books. This is a definite must read. So stop reading my review and just buy it already.

I truly enjoyed this book. I loved reading from the dual POV of the two main characters. The story of

Maximus and Mischa was amazing to read as they develop their relationship and found new trust

into each other. Their story was full of action, adventure, love, passion, heart stopping, and nail

biting scenes that will keep you on your toes. The ending had me crying with the intensity. Louis,

one of my favorite characters from the Supernatural Series, has grown more in my eyes. He is one

powerful sorcerer and glad he is on the right team. It was wonderful to continue to read about the

Compasses and their pack. Donâ€™t miss this action pack story. I recommend you first read The

Supernatural Prison series first.

If you are new to Jaymin Eve's Supernatural Prison series, this is a great book with romance,

amazing supporting characters and supernatural suspense. If you are already a fan of the Compass



Quads, you will be blown away. Mischa was not very likable in the previous books and I didn't think

she deserved a Compass Quad. Jaymin managed to explain Mischa's behavior in such a realistic

way that redeemed her character. She is really strong and likeable now. We get to see Jess and

Brax and the other Quads as well in Broken Compass. The dual POV was such a treat. Who doesn't

want to get inside the head of a Compass? Fabulous book!

Broken compass is a great title for this book. I went into the book loving the supernatural prison

series and knew, with how Jaymine writes, that this would be a great book as well. I would not have

guessed the route she took with it. She is an amazing story teller and brings you into her imaginary

world easily. The ending was tied up wonderfully without me questioning anything. I also enjoy that

we still have Jessa and Braxton and their amazingness . In all Jaymine's books, I enjoy how she

fleshes out her characters so well. Can't wait for the other brothers' stories.

Oh be still my heart!!! I don't know how Jaymin does it, but time and time again she has me

swooning over characters and so wrapped up in her storytelling that I'm telling my kids, "5 more

minutes and then Mommy will be done!!" :) This is a spin off story of her Supernatural Prison Series

where we get to follow the stories of another Compass, Maximus and another LeBron, Mischa. I

have to say, I'm like a lot of the readers, I didn't have warm and fuzzy feelings about Mischa after

reading the first 3 books. But, it only took a couple of chapters into this book and I was totally "Team

Mischa". Jaymin does an excellent job of weaving a new storyline into existing characters and also

expanding on the characters were all knew and loved from the Dragon Marked books (for those who

couldn't get enough of Jess and Braxton (yes, they play a huge role in his book too)). I will say you

need to read the other books in series before you start this one, otherwise you might be confused.

Great book and I can't wait to see who Jaymin chooses to write about next....Tyson? (Please

Jaymin!) :)

This is Max and Mischa's story to the Supernatural Prison Series.It starts off where the last book

finishes. Max leaves his pack family for a few weeks because his mate is dead. Mischa is pregnant

with his child and she has not spoken a word to him. Max doesn't even know that she is pregnant,

let alone with his child.There are so many twists and turns in this book. And I like that it's from the

point of view of Both Max and Mischa. We get to experience bond between the two and all the

surprises that come with it. We also get to see Mischa grow out of the lonely, scared standoffish girl

she was to this strong, confident fighter that she is.We also learn a lot about the two and why things



happened the way they did. A lot of questions are answered from the previous books and a lot of

shocking truths come forward.Their story is captivating and I smiled, laughed and a little teared up

through out this story.If you have read the previous Supernatural Prison books, this is a book you

don't want to miss. I highly recommend it!
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